End Stage 2 English – Narrative – Grade C

Jefery’s Adventure

Once upon a time there was an ant named Jefery. He was a very enthusiastic ant but he never ever got anything right. He had two friends named Burt and Greg. Burt was a lady beetle and Greg was a grass hopper. Jefery was just a normal African ant but he always wanted to be an explorer. When he decided he would go everyone thought he would just be too scared. But they were wrong. He said go and his two friends Burt and Greg went with him. Then just when he was about to leave the princess Emily said “wait I want to go with you” everyone just stood there nowone said anything. Then Emily (the princess) walked over to Jefery and said “can I please go with you? I’ve always wanted to travel the world Jefery said “okay if it’s okay with your parents”. Then the princess said “oh my parents I’ll go ask them now”. Soon after the King and the Queen came to Jefery they looked very happy then they saw the princess she ran to Jefery and gave him a big hug. Then they went off around the world. First they went to France and saw the Eiffel tower then to Antarctica and boy was it cold there. After that they went to Egypt and saw pyramids and Egyptian writing. Then the place that Jefery always wanted to go was Australia. They spent the most time there they went to see the Sydney Harbour bridge and the opera but then it was time to go home but before they left Jefery asked Emily to marry him and the princess said yes and they lived happily ever after.

Grade Commentary

Lindsay demonstrates sound knowledge and understanding of the structure and features of a narrative. Some sentences have been appropriately structured, and the spelling is mostly accurate but there is no evidence of paragraphing and some punctuation is missing.

Lindsay’s response demonstrates characteristics of work typically produced by a student performing at a grade C standard.